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Description
At
CLCircular https://clcircular.com/
we develop digital traceability
systems for logistic chains
(especially cold-chains) through
reusable IoT devices. Our purpose
is to reduce losses and waste of
food and other perishable
products, which in many cases are
due to a lack of visibility through
the supply chain. We have reduced
the cost per use of real-time
monitoring technologies thanks to
a circular econmy aproach, and
thus allow to use of these
technologies, not only in expensive
products, but in every commodity.
Despite being a startup, we export
99% of our sales, and we have
subsidiaries in 3 countries in
America, as well as an important
network of distributors, which we
are onstantly expanding.
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ClCircular

Main functions, requisites & benefits
Main functions
The main tasks would be the maintenance, development and updating of our cloud platform. It is an opportunity to work on the
development of a powerful communication platform with clients, contributing and participating in design decisions from the outset.
The person who joins will have a direct relationship related to the cloud platform, both with the CLCIrcular team, and with customers
and external service providers.
Requisites
We need a person with an open and cooperative character. We are an expanding company and we consider good team relationships
and customer relationship skills as very important. In addition, we demand the following knowledge: Degree in Computer Engineering,
Telecommunications or the like. WEB: CSS and HTLM JavaScript (JQuery, BootStrap) SERVER: C ++ (work with sockets
and programming under linux will be valued). C ++ boost library. SQL databases (Mysql, MariaDB). Basic knowledge of Linux
(preferably Ubuntu 18.04 although any distribution that comes from Debian is acceptable). GENERAL: Networking knowledge (IPV4
today). Aapache web server administration. Database Administration MariaDB. Queue Service Management (RabbitMQ). Enough
English to serve International Clients.
Benefits
CLCircular is a very exciting project due to both its social impact and innovation aspects. We have an excellent work environment,
with o ces in the middle of the mountain, but fteen minutes away from the center of Bilbao and 5 minutes from the airport! We see
clear prospects for growthing, both at the company and personal career level, and we also make a great e ort to reconcile our
personal life with working in a start-up.

